The Great Books minor can give students a broad and deep familiarity with some of the formative ideas of human civilization, enriching the collegiate experience;
prepare students for “real world” careers by making them conversant with issues and questions that foster an active intellect: studying “the best that has been thought and said” in all times and places will equip them with analytical, research, and communicative skills valued by employers in a skills-oriented job market;
enable students planning to attend graduate or professional school to speak confidently about a diverse range of disciplines, placing their specialized knowledge in a larger context.

Advising

English majors who enroll in the Great Books minor curriculum will receive advisement from Dr. Michael Neth. Students with majors in other disciplines may seek out appropriate departmental advisors who teach Great Books courses.

Students interested in enrolling in the Great Books interdisciplinary minor should contact

Dr. Michael Neth
English Department
MTSU Box X052
Murfreesboro, TN 37132

phone: (615) 898-5836
e-Mail: mneth@mtsu.edu
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